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INSTRUCTIONS;

• Attempt all Questions. Scientific! financial calculator/Normal Distribution table is aJlowed

Case: Please read the data carefully and answer below mentioned questions (Ql to Q6)

Future price of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. (Expiry:

March 28th 2019; Market lot: 75)

Current Market price of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd.

Option Chain



strike price TWO (MarkxS)

Q I. !\SSl'SS ;lI1d dctcrtuiuc arbitrage opportunities exist in the lower bound value of a put option with

Q2. ]11 order to protect against the HIli in value of the share the trader decides to take position ill

Future. ]f on March 2~, 2019, Spot value and Future, value becomes Rs. 6800 and Rs 6XSO

respectively. Compute the basis risk exist and estimate the value for the trader. (Marks 5)

Q3. Determine the put-call parity relationship between a call and a put with strike price 7000.

Determine the arbitrage opportunities available. (Marks 5)

Q4. Assess the importance of Delta and Gamma and compute the value of both Greek letters for at-

the-money call and put options with March expire. The volatility of the underlying stock is 31% and

risk free rate is 6.S% continuously compounding. (Marks 7)

QS. If you are holding, short position in 250 puts with strike price 7000. Show your portfolio delta and

gamma neutral by using a call with strike price 6800 and a put with strike price 7200. (Marks 8)

Q6. Determine how appropriately call and put can be used to create a long straddle for a bullish

market; show its payoffs, and profit/loss with the help of a diagram. (Marks S)

Q7. Companies X and Y have been offered the following rates per annum on a $5 million l O-year
investment:

Fixed Rate Floating Rate

Company X 8.0% LIBOR

Company Y 8.8% LIBOR

Company X requires a fixed-rate investment; company Y requires a floating-rate investment. Show a

swap that will net a bank, acting as intermediary, 0.2% per annum and will appear equally attractive to
!

X and Y. (Marks 5)



Formulas

BSM Model:
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